QUOTATION

Subject: Quotation for supply of 'Demonstration Unit of Differential System of Tractor'.

Quotations are invited for supply of one number of 'Demonstration Unit of Differential System of Tractor' from reputed firms through post on or before 28/11/2019 upto 2:00 p.m.

Specifications:

Demonstrate complete idea of differential system with parts.

The quotations will be opened on 28/11/2019 at 3:00 p.m. In case of holiday, the same shall be opened on next working day at the same time. The supplier or his representative may present at the venue on given date and time, if he desires so.

No.AUJ/AED/19-20/F-20/666-668
Dated: 06-11-2019

Prof. & Head

CC:
- Dean, FoA, SKUAST-J for favour of information and necessary action, please.
- The Data Center for uploading on University Website.
- Accounts Officer, FoA, SKUAST-J for information and necessary action, please.